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Good morning, Chairman Hennessey, Chairman Carroll and members of the Transportation Committee.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify today on the impact that bridge tolling will have to the factory-built
housing industry. I am Mary Gaiski, Executive Vice President of the Pennsylvania Manufactured Housing

Association (PMHA). We represent a niche industry that is an integral part of Pennsylvania’s manufacturing

sector, and an industry that has been providing quality housing at an affordable price since the 1940’s.
The Pennsylvania Manufactured Housing Association (PMHA) is a non-profit trade association with

over 650 members representing the manufacturers who build the homes, retailers who sell them, transporters,
suppliers, installers, and land to lease communities. Our industry provides Pennsylvania with over 18,000 jobs

and injects over $1.5 billion dollars into the economy.
Pennsylvania is considered a production state and is home to 33 factories that build manufactured and

industrialized/modular homes and distribute them throughout the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states. In 2020,
despite mandated shutdowns, labor and supply challenges, our factories built over 12,000 homes. Our industry

relies heavily on a safe and efficient transportation system, not only to get our materials and supplies to the
factories but to get our finished product to consumers looking for quality, efficient, and affordable homes .
On behalf of Pennsylvania’s factory-built housing industry, I want to express the Pennsylvania

Manufactured Housing Association’s opposition to the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation’s
( PennDOT) proposed “Pathways Major Bridge P 3 Initiative” and the tolling of bridges on interstates across the

Commonwealth.
As you know, PennDOT is evaluating the following bridges for tolling:
1-78 Lenhartsville Bridge Replacement Project (Berks County).

1-79 Widening, Bridges and Bridgeville Interchange Reconfiguration (Allegheny

County).
1-80 Canoe Creek Bridges (Clarion County).

1-80 Nescopeck Creek Bridges (Luzerne County).
1-80 North Fork Bridges Project (Jefferson County).
1-80 Over Lehigh River Bridge Project (Luzerne and Carbon counties).

1-81 Susquehanna Project (Susquehanna County).
1-83 South Bridge Project (Dauphin County).

1-95 Girard Point Bridge Improvement Project (Philadelphia County).
The decision to toll bridges on the interstate system is one that PMHA strongly disagrees with, these

bridges are located along major transportation routes. After reviewing typical routes, the majority of our loads
will be impacted by these tolls more than once between their origination and destination points. An example of

this is a home built in the Pennwest factory in Emlenton and delivered to a home site in York would pass over

-

three of the bridges on this list in one move - 1-80 Canoe Creek Bridge, 1 80 North Fork Bridges Project and the
1-83 South Bridge Project.

Though our supplies and materials are delivered by tractor trailers and other commercial vehicles,

factory-built housing is transported using an oversize permit and depending on the dimension of the load, the

transportation includes escort vehicles. Adding the cost for oversize permits and the costs to operate escort

vehicles needs to be considered when looking at transportation costs for our industry. In 2020 PennDOT issued
340,505 of these permits and during the first three quarters of 2021 they have issued over 260,000 permits.
So, in the example above, it would not be just a commercial truck passing through the toll, depending on

the dimension of the load, that movement will have one or two escort vehicles travelling with them as well.
Additionally, modular homes are transported on under carriers, which are returned to the factory empty. If they
are oversized in mode, which most are, escort vehicles are required for the return trip as well.

The average distance between a factory and the building site (or Pennsylvania border) is 265 miles. Our
homes are transported using one of two permits - loads not in excess of 14 feet in body width (14-wide permit)

or loads that exceeds 14 feet in body width (16-wide permit). The average cost per mile to move under a 14wide permit is $14.55/mile and $20.65/mile for a 16-wide permit. These costs have all but doubled since the

enactment of Act 89 of 2013. Of the 12,000 homes built in 2020, approximately 2,000 were single section
manufactured homes, therefore the other 10,000 homes were shipped in two or more boxes.

According to PennDOT, tolling for the construction, maintenance, and operation of bridge projects
would free up funds for other projects that might not otherwise be possible. We have concerns that those “other
projects” will not directly impact the viability of our roads and bridges. Remember we have been down this

path before. Act 89 of 2013 significantly increased operating costs for the transportation industry after

PennDOT’s promise of infrastructure improvements. However, we continue to operate on deficient roads and
bridges.

Additionally, other possibilities such as charging fees for using busy roads at peak times and charges for
use of newly constructed express lanes with less traffic is being considered. Unlike tractor trailers and

passenger vehicles, oversized loads have less flexibility when choosing transportation routes. If tolling for
bridges or busy roads is implemented other users will have the ability to find less costly routes, while oversized

loads will be stuck to pay the tolls because of limited flexibility. Again, oversized loads are permitted, so
finding compatible secondary roads is a challenge - a challenge we know all too well - as we are faced with

this challenge every time a road or bridge goes under construction. Moving to secondary roads can add an

additional 300 miles to the trip, which not only increases fuel costs, but it increases the time the load is on the
road and makes us a moving target for DOT and local police. During construction season, which is also the
busiest time for home construction, we have seen our transportation costs double due to limited access to

interstates.

We urge PennDOT to reconsider its decision to toll bridges on interstates and look for a more fair and
equitable approach to funding our transportation infrastructure. In addition, PMHA strongly supports Senate

Bill 382 (Langerholc-R) and House Bill 920 (Delozier-R), both of which are currently before the House
Transportation Committee.

This legislation is necessary due to the P3 board’s November 12, 2020 approval of PennDOT’s Major
Bridge P3 initiative, which claims to, "help accelerate the reconstruction and rehabilitation of major bridges in

partnership with the private sector.” PMHA strongly opposed this decision to toll bridges on the interstate
system and was blindsided by the board’s action, as there was no notice or public discussion that bridge tolling

was even being considered.

PMHA strongly supports Senate Bill 382 and House Bill 920 because they will provide needed reforms

to Pennsylvania’s Public-Private Transportation Partnership statute such as:
Increase transparency by requiring PennDOT to publish a detailed analysis prior to the P3
Board’s voting meeting, and mandate PennDOT to distribute a copy of the P3 Board’s resolution, with or

without a user fee, within 24 hours.
Incorporate public input by creating a new 30-day public comment period prior to the P 3 Board

meeting.

Create checks and balances on the P3 Board by clarifying any P3 project with a user fee shall be
deemed disapproved unless the Governor and General Assembly approve.

Void the PennDOT Pathways Major Bridge P3 Initiative and require reconsideration by the P 3
Board following the new process outlined in the legislation.

PMHA believes that these simple reforms to the P3 statute will improve transparency, allow for public

comment, and provide for accountability in adopting transportation projects under the P3 model.

Our industry already pays more than its fair share to operate on Pennsylvania roadways and additional
tolls would only add to that increasing cost for the delivery of raw materials to our factories through the
shipping and delivering of our homes to buyers and manufactured home communities.

PMHA recognizes that adequate transportation funding continues to be an issue for Pennsylvania and
across the nation, but our industry was hit hard with Act 89 through higher registration fees, permit fees, and the
second highest fuel taxes. Any transportation funding proposal should be carefully drafted and assure that we

are spending these critical infrastructure dollars wisely and stop transfers from the Motor License Fund. PMHA
supports a deeper review of our current transportation funding and spending plan with a focus to reprioritize
existing funding towards roads and bridges.

PMHA recognizes the need for additional transportation funding and will continue to work with the

administration and the General Assembly on fair funding proposals that do not disproportionately impact
commercial vehicles and specifically oversized loads.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important legislation before the committee.

